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Description
Missing signs of early sepsis in children can result in
delayed management, complications, and death.
Standardized pediatric sepsis protocol based on
electronic early warning system can guarantee early
recognition of sepsis, timely management, and proper
escalation, improve communication, create a culture of
‘think sepsis’ and ultimately improve patient outcomes.

The Case to Change
Delayed recognition & treatment initiation were
identified as a common challenge in the timely
management of children with suspected sepsis.
Sharing our national effort in fighting sepsis in all
children hospitals in Qatar (7 pediatric Hamad Medical
Corporation (HMC) hospitals & Sidra medicine)
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Aim
Early sepsis recognition & timely management through
95% compliance with sepsis 6 bundle in children hospitals
by end 2019

Action Taken
Pediatric sepsis (PS) committee established in 2017 &
national Pediatric sepsis program was developed. Sepsis
simulation sessions undertaken to fill staff knowledge
gaps
PDSA1: Sepsis watchers concept introduced to daily
safety huddle
PDSA2: Provide standardized PS diagnostic kit
PDSA3: Unified PS Antibiotics kits created in all units
with safe first dose preparation protocol
PDSA4: ELearning module & education materials
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Results
1. Well-established electronic pediatric sepsis
golden-hour order set (88% initiated order set in
HMC-PICU).
2.100% reliable vital signs documentation at HMCPEC.
3.100% compliance with sepsis6 bundle in Sidra-ED,
4. IV antibiotics administered within 60 minutes of
time zero 58 % in HMC-PICU, 50% in HMC-medical
& 100% in HMC-PEC & Sidra-ED
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Next steps
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1. The multidisciplinary paediatric sepsis team
meets on regular basis to follow the
implementation process in all hospitals and
evaluate the performance every three months
2. To continue staff education & reminders
3. Data collection by well-trained sepsis champions

